Learning Pack
8th – 12th February
Year 4

Year 4 Email:

TP-Year4@vennacademy.org

Year 4 phone number: 07801091836

Meetings will be on MS teams. Your child will have their own individual log in for this.
You can join any scheduled meeting through the Calendar.
Electronic versions of this Powerpoint can be found on our website, Purple Mash and assignments in Teams.

Monday 8th February
Online
meeting

Handwriting

9.30
Links will
be sent to
parents
emails

Write 3
full lines
of each.

Spellings
nicer
writer
baker
hoped
loved
largest
closest
looser
safer
simpler

Reading
Read
Chapter 1Tale of
Ostrich and
a Very Long
Neck

Put the
spellings into
sentences.

Mental
maths

Maths
Fractions – Making
equal parts

5X3=
1X3=
8X3=
12 X 3 =
3 X 3=
0 X 3=
2X3=
9X3=
7 X 3=
4X3=
11 X 3=
10 X 3=

English

Geography

Report writing

Internet Safety

Weblink:
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=8_NmVtnEEA8

Weblink:
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=5tp6GoOkVlo
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=WG8V1_Sj5g0

Activity:
Complete the sentences
by recognising the halves
on the sheet.

Activity:
Read the newspaper
report.
Answer the questions
about the features of the
report.
Use the reference sheet to
help you.

Halves activity

Activity: Newspaper reports

Write these
tables in your
book

Activity:
Watch the internet clips
and answer the questions
about phishing.

Online
activities
Spelling practice

Other Learning:

Complete
the quiz

TTRock stars

Improve your
score and
speed on
soundcheck

Purple Mash

Lexia

Design a leaflet to make
people aware about
phishing.

Reading-

Read Chapter 1
'Tale of Ostrich and a
Very Long Neck’

Maths

8.2.21
Making equal parts

English

Monday 8th February
Model Text

Use the Pigs in Peril newspaper report on the next page and the newspaper
diagram.
Headline of the text:
What happened?

When did it happen?
Where did it happen?

Who was involved?
Why did it happen?
Quote (witness speech):
Caption (Explains what is happening in the picture):

features

Online Internet Safety

Phishing
Watch the video clip then answer the following questions:

What is phishing?
What is the reason for phishing?
How can you spot a phishing email?
What should you do if you receive a phishing email?

Tuesday 9th February
Online
meeting

Handwriting

9.30
Links will
be sent to
parents
emails

Write 3 full
lines of
each.

Spellings

nicer
writer
baker
hoped
loved
largest
closest
looser
safer
simpler

Reading

Complete the
sentences
about Chapter
1 Tale of
Ostrich and a
Very Long
Neck.

Write the
spellings
using
rainbow
colours.

Online
activities

Other Learning:

Mental
maths
5X3=
1X3=
8X3=
12 X 3 =
3X3=
0X3=
2X3=
9X3=
7 X 3=
4X3=
11 X 3=
10 X 3 =
Write the
switchers to the
multiplication
facts.

Maths

Fractions- Recognising
halves

Report writing

Helpful video:
No video needed

Weblink:
No link needed

Activity:
Recognising halves- Solve
the problems on the
handout. Put completed
sheet into your maths
book.

Activity:
In your books, write
different headline ideas and
captions for your
newspaper report.

Spelling
practice game

TTRock stars

English

Activity

Purple Mash

Report featuresHeadlines and captions

Lexia

RE

Buddhism: The 8 Fold
Path
Weblinks:
Recap the story of
Siddartha
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=1wUh3E9P
SbI
'Kisa and the Mustard
Seed'
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=UT-0C4LQf-4
Activity: .
List ideas about what
you could learn from the
story 'Kisa and the
Mustard Seeds'. Select
one of the ideas then
explain it in more detail.
Reflect on your own
experiences with the
same idea.

Reading
Tuesday 9th February
Tale of Ostrich and a Very Long Neck
Once upon a time, there was a bird called __________. She had wings
and feathers just like all the other birds.

She loved to soar on the warm _________ winds; over the mountains,
over the enormous African plains and high above the rivers.
Crocodile had not had any ________ and was feeling a little hungry.
Crocodile tried to trick __________ by getting her to look in his mouth.

African

antelope

breakfast

Ostrich

Maths

9.2.21
Recognising half

English

Tuesday 9th February
Headlines and Captions
You are going to create
a newspaper report. The report will be about the escape of a
group of school children on their school trip visiting a volcano which erupts
unexpectedly.
Firstly, you need to think of a headline for your newspaper report. Record your ideas in
your book. Some examples are written below to help you.

Headline ideas: (Must be catchy, you can use a rhyme or alliteration)
Pupil Peril!
Volcano Terror!
Eruption Disruption!
Student Scare!

English
Now see you if you think of some captions for your newspaper report. Remember these
should describe the picture for your report in a few words and relate with the story.
Write these into your book.
Caption ideas:
Mr Forbes the school teacher was relieved they escaped this almighty eruption.

The mighty …
Relieved …

RE- Buddhists believe that Siddhatta taught many truths. We are going to
focus on just two of these.
•

everything changes and people don’t always want it to

•

suffering is caused by selfishness

Buddha said people need to accept that everything changes, it is a
natural part of life and should be embraced rather than feared.
What do you think about this?

Watch the story 'Kisa and the Mustard Seed'.
Think about:
How did Kiza feel?
Did she accept the changes that happened to her? If not, why not?
Did she deal with the changes in the right way?
What could we learn from this story?

Tuesday 9th February
Buddhist Beliefs
List ideas about what we could learn from this story.

Everything is subject to change

Select one of your ideas then complete the following sentences.

From the story you can learn ________________________________________________________________________________________
I think this because ______________________________________________________________________________________________________
During my own experiences_____________________________________________________________________________________________
From this experience I learnt __________________________________________________________________________________________
Link something you learnt from the story to your own experiences
How does is it similar, what did you learn? How did you deal with it?

Wednesday 10th February
Online
meeting
9.30
Links will
be sent to
parents
emails

Handwriting

Write 3
full lines
of each.

Spellings
nicer
writer
baker
hoped
loved
largest
closest
looser
safer
simpler

Reading
Describe the
character
Crocodile
from
Chapter 1.
Put the
words into
the
sentences.

Copy each
of the
spellings 3
times into
your books.

Mental
maths

Maths
Fractions – Recognising
half

5X3=
1X3=
8X3=
12 X 3 =
3X3=
0X3=
2X3=
9X3=
7 X 3=
4X3=
11 X 3=
10 X 3 =

Helpful hint
Both sides need to be
equal to each other for
making ½.:
Activity:
Colour half of the shapes
in.
Draw the half of the
shape.

Write the
inverses
(division)

English
Report writing

Charanga

Weblink:
No link required

Weblink:
No link required

Activity:
What do you think the
children on the school trip
or the school teacher might
have thought about the
eruption?
Imagine you met these
people as a reporter. Write
what they might have said.

Activity:
Children should access
their Charanga account.

Online
activities
Spelling practice
game

Other Learning:

TTRock stars

Jigsaw
activity

Maths tables
Quiz

Colour half of the shapes

Purple Mash

Music

Lexia

Wednesday 10th February
Describing Crocodile

Reading

Crocodile
Crocodile
Crocodile
Crocodile

is _____________ because __________________________________________.
is _____________ as he _____________________________________________.
likes to ___________________ so ____________________________________.
dislikes _________________ because _______________________________.

Maths

10.2.21
Recognising half

English

-

Look at the witnesses below. These are people who were on the school trip when the volcano
began to erupt. You need to write quotes for each of the witnesses.
A witness will talk about what they saw and how they felt about the whole experience. Look at
the example below to help you.

_______________________
_______________________
_______________________

Ellie, a 10-year-old pupil on the school
trip.

_______________________
_______________________
_______________________

Seb, a 10-year-old pupil on the school trip.

_______________________
_______________________
_______________________

Mr Forbes, the class teacher on the school trip.

"I have been studying this volcano
for the last year as we thought it
was dormant. The eruption was a
big shock to myself and the team!"

A volcanologist in the volcano.

Thursday 11th February
Online
meeting
9.30

Links will
be sent to
parents
emails

Handwriting

Write 3
full lines
of each.

Spellings
nicer
writer
baker
hoped
loved
largest
closest
looser
safer
simpler

Reading
Read
Chapter 2 –
Tale of
Ostrich and
a Very Long
Neck.

Mental
maths
5X3=
1X3=
8X3=
12 X 3 =
3X3=

Write the fact
family

Maths
Fractions – Recognising
half
Helpful hint
Both sides need to be
equal to each other for
making ½.:
Activity:
Any sentences need to be
written into your book.
You need to give reasons
why you think your
answer correct for some
questions.

Write the
meaning for
each of your
spellings.

English
Report writing

Helpful link:
No link needed

Activity:
Plan your newspaper
report. Box up your ideas
on the sheet provided.
Select a headline, caption
and witness statement
from your work during the
week. Make notes about
the 5Ws.

Online
activities
Spelling practice
game

Other Learning:

Quiz

TTRock stars

Maths tables
Quiz

Fractions activity

Purple Mash

Lexia

Reading
Read Chapter 2
'Tale of Ostrich and
a Very Long Neck’

Maths

11.2.21
Recognising half

English

Daily News

Headline:

What happened?
_______________________________________________________________________
Where did it happen?
_______________________________________________________________________
Who was involved?
_______________________________________________________________________
When did it happen?
_______________________________________________________________________
Why did it happen?
_______________________________________________________________________

Caption:______________________________________
_________________________________________________

Witness and statement:
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
What is happening now?
Meanwhile,__________________________________

_______________________________________
_______________________________________

Friday 12th February
Online
meeting

Handwriting

9.30

Links will
be sent to
parents
emails

Write 3
full lines
of each.

Spellings

Reading

nicer
writer
baker
hoped
loved
largest
closest
looser
safer
simpler

Mental
maths
2X3=
9X3=
7 X 3=
4X3=
11 X 3=
10 X 3 =

Write the fact
family

Write the
spellings 3 times

Maths

English

Fractions – Find a half

Report writing

Helpful link:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bite
size/articles/zndq8hv

Weblink:

Activity:
Complete the quiz and
questions on BBC
Bitesize

Activity:
Use your boxing up activity
to write the newspaper
report. Make sure you use
the checklist to ensure you
have used all features.

Find half of the pictures.
Write in your book. For
example:
½ of 8 =

Other Learning:

Missing
words
activity

TTRock stars

Go onto Rock
Stars

Find half of the numbers
quiz.

Purple Mash

Dreams and Goals
Overcoming
disappointment
Weblink:
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=mc2zY1MUr8o

Online
activities
Spelling practice
game

Jigsaw

Create newspaper report
using template.

Lexia

Activity:.
Watch the video link. Think
about how it feels to be
disappointed. Try to identify
different strategies for
overcoming
disappointment. Brainstorm
them in your book. Use the
handout to help you.

Reading
Friday 12th February
Interview a Character
Choose your favourite character in the story so far.
Imagine you could interview the character. Write a list of
at least 8 questions you would ask them

Crocodile

Baboon

Eagle

Antelope

Maths

12.2.21
Finding half

1/2 of 12 =

1/2 of 20 =

1/2 of 16 =
Circle 1/2 of the
number.

Caption:

Checklist:
Headline
5W's
Introduction
Caption
Direct speech
Adjectives
Powerful
verbs
Conclusion

Jigsaw

Think of strategies people could use to let negative feelings
go ‘safely’.

Talk to someone

Negative feeling
strategies

Why is it important we use these effective strategies during disappointment?

